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About This Game

Use, edit and organize monsters on a game grid to create a path to send the appropriate cans to the cute bat monster. Be sure
not to make mistakes, he has 5d3b920ae0
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Monster Logic's store page is up ! New Release Trailer! : I'm excited to share to you that the game I've been working on is
almost done, with a beautiful new trailer available ! Summary of what Monster Logic is: Monster Logic is an Indie 2D
puzzle/programming game made with passion by one developer. It is loosely based on esoteric programming language Befunge.
Using monsters each with unique abilities, the player will have to organize, edit and combine them to provide the correct output
for each puzzle. The game is currently on Closed Beta to try to find and fix the remaining few bugs. Once it's done, I'll have a
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definitive date to share to all of you here.
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